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Get There on a Wally Yacht

Green T House:
Steeped in Tradition

Trojan House:
An Unexpected Eco-Nursery

Coastal Cities
Dalian, Qingdao, and Xiamen
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Wines to Enjoy Along
the Seaside-From
Dalian to Xiamen

Fred Tibbitts Jr. is a global

wine consultant based in

New York and Bangkok.  He

assists some of the top ho-

tel and restaurant chains in

the U.S. and Asia Pacific de-

veloping their wine-by-the-

glass programs, leading

educational trips to wine

producing countries and

hosting VIP industry din-

ners at New York and across

Asia.
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f one is fortunate enough to visit or live along the Chinese

seaside, whether in Dalian, Qingdao or Xiamen, the magnifi-

cent aromas, flavors, tastes and simple elegance of the abun-

dant and fresh seafood matched with inspired wine lists are

among the special treats.

But if by chance one is not able to reach the physical seaside, know

that your seaside is always but a daydream away; for the seaside is

as much a “state of mind” as a place to visit.  Be it a holiday away

from the daily grind or a fantasy escape, when you get the chance

to connect with that place where an ideal seaside eternally awaits,

knowing which wines best compliment your chosen seafood is worth

a king's ransom - not a penny less.

It is said that Champagne and sparkling wines go with everything.

While this may be true, if the seafood is not overly greasy, heavily

spiced or sautéed in pungent oils, consider light, semi-dry sparkling

roses, Asti Spumantes and, if you must drink French, oh those spar-

kling Vouvrays from the Loire are simply heaven-sent.

Restaurant wine sales by the taste, glass, half-bottle and bottle are

dramatically increasing throughout the world, because more people

are drinking wine and server wine training is becoming far more

sophisticated, empowering servers everywhere to more confiden-

tially recommend just the right wines for whatever their guests might

choose to order.

If you're having most any seafood dish, there's undoubtedly an Al-

satian wine that's a perfect match.  Riesling, Pinot Blanc, Pinot Gris

and Gewurztraminer, the four best-known varietals from Alsace, of-

fer an amazing range of fresh, dry, fruity white wine styles and flavours

at affordable prices, around which any seafood restaurant can build

a delightful list.  If a boutique café, covered in ivy with sun-lit patio

and refreshing sea breeze has but one Champagne “Grand Marque”,

a sparkling wine, an Alsatian Riesling, a great Chardonnay and a

variety of the most popular reds and other whites in the region, say

a total of twelve wines any way you want them, one need not fear.

Of course, my motto has always been “The more the merrier”,

so while some cafes may focus on a single wine region or a

modest variety of seafood-friendly wines from around the world,

the more diverse and comprehensive the wine list, the more

likely everyone will be happy.  Any comprehensive list in Asia

will offer a good variety of French wines from Bordeaux to Loire

to Burgundy and Beaujolais.

Bordeaux and Burgundy offer classic examples of some of the

more serious wines for those whose palate demands only the

best and whose pocketbook allow it.  From Beaujolais we find

lovely, light, fruity wines such as Brouilly, Saint-Amour, Morgon

and on the third Thursday of November each year, the cel-

ebrated release of the most famous of wines made from the

red Gamay grape, the “Beaujolais Nouveau”.  The Loire Valley

provides Sauvignon and Sancerre, in some circles lovingly

known as “The Fish Wines”, but if you are a devout red wine

fan, the Loire has plenty of roses and reds that will go very well

with your favorite seafood by the sea    And now you know.

Over & Out, I am Red FredRed FredRed FredRed FredRed Fred.
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